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Hoyt internship exceeds stude~t expectations
by Kristin Greeley, News Editor
This is the true story of six law stu
dents, picked to work in an office, to gain
the legislative experience of a lifetime.
Deep in the heart of downtown Buffalo,
six of U .B. Law's finest, Colleen Mullaney
(3L), Kristin Allen (2L), Bari Levant (3L),
Brigid Lyons (2L), Rebecca Ciarrocca
(2L), and Bob Williams (3L), are being
educated outside of the classroom while
working for DernocraticAssemblymember
Sam Hoyt, courtesy of the legislative in
ternship program.
The program began in the spring se
mester of 1996 and has proven to be a
tremendous success. This year it has been
incorporated into the new public service
externship program. Hoyt and past par-

ticipating law students have found the
experience rewarding.
According to Hoyt, "The law stu
dent interns are the heart and soul of this
office. Their hard work has been an im
measurable contribution to my success."
The law students had equally posi
tive remarks about the office. "Utis in
ternship allowed me to take the knowl
edge I received in the classroom and apply
it to real life in a way that makes a differ
ence tothe people in Buffalo," 2LRebecca
Ciarrocca said.
3L Bari Levant was impressed with
the variety of tasks she was able to com
plete. "It has been a great opportunity to
see there are things to do with a law degree
besides work in a law firm . I worked on
everything from press releases, to legisla-

tion, to solving constituent problems."
2L Kristin Allen agreed: "This is
truly a "non-traditional" legal internship
that has increased my knowledge in many
different areas of the law and politics."
3L Bob Williams' interest in politics
lead him to seek out this legislative in
ternship. "The reason why I came to this
office was to see behind the scenes of
politics. These experiences are ones that
you can't get out of a book or in a class."
Contact with real people is what 2L
Brigid Lyons found impressive. "We are
contacted by people who need help, and
we do everything in our power to assist
them, by making phone calls, writing let
ters, begging and pleading all over the
state. Sometimes our hard work pays off,

See

Internships, page 5

SBA's third meeting sets tone for next semester
by SA. Cole, Assistant News Editor
At 6:38 p.m. on November 11, a
fifteenth member of the SBA sidled into
the group's third meeting and created
quorum, thus allowing things to procede
with numeric sanction. After the minutes
from last month's stunted, pre-break
meeting were read, SBA President Pru
dence Fung gave the first report.
Both the Blood Drive and the Kids
Voting efforts were deemed a success.
Fung then related her meeting with Dean
Carrel, regarding plans to limit the ta
bling time of Bar Review organizations.
Fung said Carrel was "receptive to
have some sort of policy ... as long as it
was a cooperative effort" among the or
ganizations. These plans, which the SBA
anticipates will be implemented by next
Fall semester or sooner, have been met
with "no objection from the Bar Review
companies," Fung said.
lL Brenda Torres said that an effort
should be made to find out the position of
the student body regarding Bar Review
solicitors, to ensure proper representa
tion regarding the issue.
Fung then confirmed the date and
location of this spring's Barristers' Ball,
which be on March 8 at the Statler Hotel.
The 3L report began with Julie
Rosenberg, who announced that a new
student lounge, the location of which has
yet to be determined, will be funded by a
significant amount of money from Bar/
Bri. The money, offered as a block ad
vance on future room and conference
. fees by Bar/Bri, will be used to create a
social space for law students. A key card
access system is under consideration.
The 2L report was fielded by Nathan

Van Loon, bringing back financial tid
ings from his seat on Sub-Board I. Re
viewing the awards for publication and
programrninggrants, Van.Loonsaid"We
came in third in the ' money sweepstakes,'
if you wantto call it that...we did well for
a school with only seven hundred stu
dents." Grants were awarded to the
Entertainment and Sports Law Society,
the Criminal Law Society, Outlaw, Trial
Lawyers Association, Circles, BLSA,
PAD, and the Domestic Violence Task
Force.
Brenda Torres started the lL re
port, outlining her preliminary effort to
stage a lL book-swap on December 20,
"To exchange our books and eliminate
the middleman."
lL Representative Tonya Guzman
began her report by announcing that the
microwave in the student lounge is in
deed operable. She then moved on to
another concern regarding lack of access
to feminine products in the building,
pointing out that very few of the lavato
ries are equipped for that type of
accomodation. A cry of outrage ensued.
"Why should you have to hunt for
that sort of thing?" demanded 2L Nathan
Van l...oon. Another member commented
that such products were available in the
first-floor bathrooms. Treasurer Bari
Levant put an end to the furor by saying
"We'll go check on it after the meeting."
lL Representative Amy Martoche
next commented on lights that are burned
out on pathways and parking lots around
the campus. She was advised by VP
George HamBoussi to alert Public Safety.
lL Representative Nicole Graci
mentioned the unsanitary state of the
computer lab, complaining that security

measures keep Physical Plant staff from
cleaning the facility . It was agreed that
the cleaning schedule would be scruti
nized to see if both security and hygeine
could be accomodated at the lab in the
future.
President Fung then mentioned an
other topic she forgot to include in her
report: a company contacted her regard
ing the production of a law school year
book.
Fung asked the members if they
thought a yearbook would be well-re
ceived. Most thought it was a good idea,
mentioning future co.ntacts, networking,
and esprit d'corps as factors in their
thinking. It was agreed that the matter
warranted further exploration.
The group moved the old business,
and puttogether this year's range ofSBA
committees. The committees, and the
chairs in charge of them, run as follows:
Social Committee (Mike Benkelman);
Barristers' Ball (Prudence Fung, Bari
Levant); Community Service (Tonya
Guzrnan,Amy Du Vall); Fi
nance (Bari Levant); Fa
cilities (Julie Rosenberg);
Constitution and By-Laws
(Pete Thompson, Brenda
Torres); Course Evalua
tions (Nathan Van Loon).
The new Jewish Law
Students Association was
next on the agenda, repre
sented by the group's orga
nizer, lL Randolph Janis.
The group, which based its

See SBA page S
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lL' s complain, Perspectives iS a proverbial pain
by Leonard Heyman, News Writer
The inaugural semester of Perspec
tives ended last Thursday with widely
varying views among students as to its
successes and/or failures. Perspectives
on the Lawyering Process and the Legal
Profession, is a two credit-hour, pass/fail,
one-year course being taught for the first
time to lLs at UB Law. The course is
intended to "provide ... a more expansive
view of [the] first year of legal study"
according to a hand-out received by lLs
at the beginning of the semester.
The first semester was divided into
three Units, respectively entitled, Law,
Lawyers, and Responses to Social Prob
lems; Legal Regimes and the Context of
Legal Change; and Interest, Identity, and
Ideology in the Legal Process.
In Unit I, each section of the class
was split into si?C groups ofapproximately
20 people per group. Each group was
presented with the same hypothetical situ
ation in which they were to take on the
role of a steering committee of the "Con
cerned Citizens of Sandville," a "large
and diverse community group." The town
was presented with the problem of indus
trial pollution by a major employer in the
area. The "steering committee" was
charged with developing a plan of action
to solve the problem, in the form of a 5page paper and an oral presentation to the
whole section.
In Unitll, each section was split into
5 groups, each of which took on the role
of a law firm employed by an interested
party in the development of new regula
tions or state laws for dealing with the

problem of silicosis, an old, but enduring
occupational hazard. Each law firm was
given the task of presenting a series of
recommendations to an ad-hoc commit
tee of representatives (composed of fac
ulty members) from the State Senate and
House of Representatives which were de
veloping new laws and regulations for
solving or reducing the problem of
silicosis.
Unit III was broken into two parts. In
Part A, the sections were broken into 6
groups, and each of those groups were
, broken into 4 reading groups. All of the
students were required to read six Su
preme Court decisions which centered on
the interpretation ofthe Commerce Clause
in the Constitution. The reading groups
were also given separate readings which
included essays on·the process ofjudging
from four different perspectives.
In the first class, students were asked
to confer with one another in their respec
tive reading groups. In the next class,
each group was split into two subgroups
of about nine students each and one per
son from each subgroup was designated
"Chief Justice" by lottery. The subgroups
were then to take on the role of Supreme
Court Justices, and were given two hypo
thetical court cases dealing with regula
tion of silica manufacturers and shippers
by Congress via the Commerce Clause.
Part B of Unit III was a single class.
Additional reading was required for this
class, comprising of legal articles discuss
ing the ethical considerations surround
ing mass tort litigation. Each section met
as a whole and discussed these consider
ations.

After discussing Perspectives with
10 or 15 students, it became obvious that
opinions of the course are quite similar.
Some students complain about other stu
dents' lack of participation. One female
student said, "I do think Perspectives has
a lot of potential. And I think what people
are doing is they're getting so stressed out,
they 're like 'whatever---it's not for a grade.'
I think that's a bad attitude. I think we
should all try a little harder and be here to
learn and not just to worry about our
grades."
Other students complained about the
large volume of reading that was required
in the week before open memorandums
were due in students' Research and Writ
ing class. One student said bluntly, "Part
of being in law school is learning how to
effectivelymanageyourtime,"whenasked
why be didn't do all of his readings for
Perspectives. Most students agreed with
that assessment, suggesting that the read
ings in Unit III were inappropriate for
students in Section B, who won't be tak
ing Constitutional Law until next semes
ter. Some students suggested combining
or coordinating Research and Writing with
Perspectives.
Another student commented about
the political slant of the materials pre
sented, saying, "I feel that they keep show
ing you one perspective -- their perspec
tive." And pointed out that the class is
largely an exercise in exploring classi
cally liberal (as opposed to conservative)
issues.
The one student added, "look what
they're showing films about, I mean we
know which direction they're going -- just

StUdtJRIS

Pass 1h11 BarExam
with

With 23 testable subjects In addition to the
multistate exam, whv risk vour future on.someone
who is not an expen on the New York Bar Exam? JOHN
PIEPERisthe EXPERTonpre. 'llrinu candidatestor/he
rnv YORKandMultistate BarExams!!

from the initial film: Big bad company,
poor little guy; big bad company, poor
environment; big bad company, poor
little children. Not that I really like big
companies... "
One student noted that "it's all civil.
We haven't talked about criminal law. I
think it's ll good idea to have the class
more engaged, have people come in to
speak to the class about their jobs . . .
what they do. I think that would be
interesting. But maybe in a third year
course, it would be better."
Rumors and fears of making the
second semester of Perspectives a graded
course in order to stimulate more student
interest have also surfaced. Professor
Peter Pitegoff countered these fears last
Friday when he said that next semester
will "most likely" be a pass/fail course.
He also alluded to a lighter work-load for
students. He said that while the second
semester is designed to satisfy theABA's
accreditation requirement for an ethics
course, that is not the primary purpose of
the course, but an ancillary one. The
primary purpose, he says, is to, "give
students more overview of the legal pro
fession and insight into some . of the
ethical dilemmas and issues facing law
yers in a variety of practice settings. " He
later added, "We will look at The Codi
fied Rules of Professional Conduct, but
we will integrate them into the broader
context of the practice of law and the
roles that lawyers play."
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UB student reports rape

'67 Alumnus wins two awards
by Kristin Greeley, News Editor

ure on the City Court bench he worked
hard to dissuade young women from pros
titution -- "He was very successful in
getting many of them to go to school and
turn their lives around," she said.
"I have served with Sam for 13 years
on theAppelllate Division," said Denman,
citing the honoree's emergence as a legal
scholar as well as a jurist. "Like all fine
judges, he approaches his work very seri-

A female student reported a rape that
allegedly occured at about 4:30 a.m. on
November 24th, in a student lounge in
Porter Quad in the Ellicott Complex.
The woman brought two men, who
are not UB students, back to the dorm
from a bar. The woman was taken to a
hospital after the incident.
According to Public Safety Inspector
Daniel Jay, "This is the first reported rape
of the semester."
UB had two reported rapes in 1994
and one in 1995.
The case is still under investigation
and has been referred to the Erie County
District Attorney's office, Jay said.

County Bar Association's Outstanding
Jurist Award.
"Sam is a person who demonsrates
formal but easy grace and good humor.
He is a lawyer's lawyer and a judge's
judge, and for me he is an exemplar of the
public practice of law in Western New
York," said University at Buffalo Presi
dent William R. Greiner, a former UB
Law professor.
In accepting the award,
Green, who spent his early child
hood in Alabama, noted that he
was the first in his family to gradu
ate from high school, and looked
back fondly on his law school
education in the old Eagle Street
location.
"Law school was tough, but
I enjoyed every minute of it, ev
ery course I took, because I knew
that one day, I would need to use
that knowledge as a lawyer," be
said.
"This law school means so
much to me. This is a great law
school. In the Appellate DiviGreiner
sion, we see lawyers from across the state.
And when you ead the briefs and hear the
oral arguments, the lawyers from the
University at Buffalo don't take a back
seat to any from the Ivy League schools."
He added wryly: "To get this honor
from the alumni associaion has special
meaning because it comes from the people
I deal with on a day-to-day basis, and
some of those people didn't get the decis1·0 n they were seeking from the court."

In recognition of a legal career that
began as a $35-a-week defense atorney in
a tiny, windowless office on Genesee
Street, the Hon. Samuel L. Green has
received UB Law School's highest honor.
Green, Senior Associate Justice of
the Appellate Division, 4th Department,
State Supreme Court, was presented with
the law school's Edwin F.
Jaeckle Award in ceremo- ·
nies on November 2. He is
the 21st recipient of the
honor, which is awarded
jointly by the law school and
its alumni association. Green
is a 1967 UB Law graduate.
Green's wife of 36
years, Ernestine, and daugh
ter, Beth, wer·e among those
who spoke before a record
crowd attending the awards
luncheon in the Center for
the Arts on UB' s Amherst
Campus.
"No matter how high
~~!!!.-he has risen and no matter Judge Samuel Green '67 and UB President William R.
how much he has achieved in the profesously, yet he doesn't take himself too
sion, he is always reaching out to help
seriously. He is passionate about those
those who are coming behind," UB Law
issues that are close to his heart, and he
School Dean Barry Boyer told the attendargues well about each one of them."
The award caps a good year for Green.
ees.
Early this month, his name was one of
"Sam is a man who cares passionately about how we deal with young people
seven submitted to Gov. George Pataki by
in our society and how to straighten out
the Commission on Judicial Nomination,
those who get into trouble."
to be considered for an upcoming vacancy
on the Court of Appeals. This is the third
The Hon. M. Delores Denman, a
.
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Students approve offees
All three issues on referendum for a
student vote were approved last week --a
continuation of the $57.25 Mandatory
Student Fee over the next four years, The
Spectrum fee, and an on-campus bar.
About 1800 students participated in
the three-day vote. The Student Activity
Fee passed by a vote of 1626 to 186. the
Spectrum fess passed, 1369-303, while
the on-campus bar was approved 1138475.
In order for the vote to be valid, ten
percent of the full-time undergraduate
student body must vote. About 14 per
cent participated in this vote.

Opinion Staffers
and writers, ace job
this semester!
See you next
semester for more
good stuff!

A video tape of the speech is available in
the Koren Center.
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EDITORIAL:
The Constitution that enfolds the
students of UB Law into the collective
body of the Student Bar Association is a
dry and self-important document, riddled
with contradictions and dubious syntax.
In other words, you can tell it was written
by a bunch of kids who wanted to be
lawyers when they grew up.
SBA Parliamentarian Pete Thomp
son, however, is fronting a committee to
revise and refurbish our manifesto of le
gal unity, The Opinion, out of respect for
this adverturous undertaking, would like
to offer its considered evaluation of the
document as it stands.
Like all good Constitutions, the
SBA's begins with a preamble. The agenda
"ordained and established" by the SBA of
1992 (the, ahem, "framers") involves
things like promoting and protecting "the
rights and interests of the law
students,..and (securing] the association
and goodwill of the members of the legal
profession."
Well, that's noble enough. The me
chanics of such goals, however, are obvi
ously a little more difficul~ to pin down.
To go in order:
Sectionsland2: WhileSBAmem
bership is conferred upon all full-time or
part-time students enrolled at UB Law,
honorary membership can be conferred
upon, apparently, just about anyone else.
And while someone can willy-nilly be
stow this membership, there is no men
tion of precisely who that person is.
There are no requirements for such
honorarium, and those who bask in its
glories are not subject to any of the obli
gations regular members labor under ev
ery day,
Which brings me to the question:
what are the "privileges" and "obliga
tions" the student body is subjected to
under this constitution? While the docu
ment is ten pages long, it's short on that
type of specificity. If such boons and
duties don't actually exist, don't refer to
them.

Section 5 (A): I won't even attempt
to translate this: "An Executive Officer is
temporarily absent when unable to carry
out the responsibilites of the position as
determined by the Executive Committee,
or when the position has been declared
permanently vacant by the Board of Di
rectors." Okay. Okay. Call this crazy, but
either something is temporary, or it's per
manent, yes?
The meaning of section 5(A) can be
seen through a glass, darkly. But does
eventual clarity excuse poor writing?
Think don't so we. Fix it.
Section 5 (C): To paraphrase, this
one declares a representative's seat
permanantly vacant if, among other things,
a rep is "temporarily absent for more than
4 consecutive class weeks." I assume it's
the obvious, but maybe it just means
they've been cutting class. And to return
to a previous complaint, why term it "tem
porary" if the rep is going to get skewered
on the spike of "permanance?"
Section 5 (E): So, 3/4 of the Board
of Directors can vote off another mem
ber. Here's one ofthe reasons: "Failure to
maintain matriculated status at the law
school." So. Does that mean if someone
doesn't matriculate, but isn't voted off,
they can serve ad infinitum?
There's more, but minutiae are bor
ing. However, this is a good time to
emphasize the adage "form follows func
tion." What does the SBA do? Charter
groups, manage funding, organize events,
and serve as the students body's laison to
the outside world. Per these duties, what
should the SBA be constituted of? Rules
and structure that explain and provide-
eloquently--for these functions, and pre
cious little else. Despite the ordained
preamble, the SBA is not the US govern
ment. Yet it operates on a document more
convoluted the U.S, Constitution.
- We have by-laws for a reason. Re
vise both the by-laws and Constitution so
that the finer points are in the by-laws, and
the main definitions and duties of the
SBA are in the constitution.

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
First Amendment Society: Any Takers?
Dear Editor,

In
The Federalist Papers,
tect her image. And while anyone can
Alexander Hamilton asked "What is the
"f* *k the draft," they better not do it while
liberty of the press? Who can give it any
under the influence of peyote.
definiton which would not leave the ut
The issues surrounding the develop
most latitude for evasion?" Resisting the
ment of a coherent First Amendment doc
addition of a Bill of Rights to the Consti
trine are still in a state of flux. Which is
tution, Hamilton declared that, even with
why I want to start a First Amendment
"fine declarations," any freedom of ex- .
Society here at Buffalo, and why, though
pression in this
I personally think
country would deyou should be able
fined by the "gen
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stance have seen fit.
however, so while I
From the Alien
might kick off a
and Sedition Acts, to the proposals of
meeting with the uncut version of 2Live
Andrea Dworkin and Catberine
Crew's "Banned in the U.S.A.," feel free
MacKinnon, Americans constantly clash
to bring up whatever issues particularly
over the quantity and quality of liberty
intrigue you. I would like to have one
the First Amendment conveys. And from
meeting before we all go crazy with finals,
William Douglas to William Rhenquist,
to set an agenda and charter the group.
this clash creates doctrines and param
The meeting time will be posted after
eters that rarely agree.
Thanksgiving.
While Nazis can march in Skokie,
In the meantime, anyone interested
abortion protestors might have to keep
is encouraged to drop a note in box 27 or
their distance. While Hustler can lam
my mail bin in the Opinion office, or e
poon Jimmy Swaggart, Jackie O can promail me at: sacole.
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Outline thieves, beware!
Dear Editor:
There are very few things that I have
chosen to out about in this form, but this
need to be addressed. For two full days,
Phi Alpha Delta members sat in front of
Room 106 and offered outlines to EV
ERY student in the law school. PAD
members received theirs for free; non
members were asked to pay a nominal
fee to cover the cost of copying. These
outlines were placed in people's boxes in
order to get the outlines to people in time
for finals.
Right after all of the outlines for 55
·people who requested those outlines were
distributed to the boxes, I began to re
ceive phonecalls. To date, no less than
seven people have reported that their
outlines were missing from their boxes,
and have requested new copies of those
outlines they had ordered.
Deans Waltz, Shields and Carrel
have been apprised of this situation, and
we all agree that the only people autho
rized to remove things from your box is

you or the administration. Only YOU or
an ADMINISTRATOR. Taking things
from other people's boxes is stealing.
Folks. That's morally andethicallywrong.
If you're caught, the administration has
the power to punish you in whatever way
they see fit.
Besides being morally and ethically
wrong, stealing outlines from someone
(especially when those outlines were avail
able to you) speaks volumes about your
character. If you can steal outlines in law
school, what could you do while you're
practicing? If you're so insecure about
your abilities that you have to steal other
people's outlines, then you don't belong
in law school.
What mail is in another person's box
in the law school belongs to that person
only. Stop stealing out of other people's
boxes, grow up and either do your own
work or ask for the outlines like everyone
else did.
--Molly Kocialski,
PAD Justice Emeritus
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Follies and Fumbles
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Colun1nist

Greg Mattacola

Welcome to My Jungle
Well, after a brief Desmond hiatus,
Follies and Fumbles returns and none too
soon apparently. It appears that I have
added a few readers to my faithful breth
ren of six. It also appears that I, little old
me, am the straw that stirs the shake!
Let's have a little chat about the ex
change of opinions that have taken place
recently . I write this column because I
love sports, politics and obviously, writ
ing. I write it to hopefully give people a
little information, a different view and
once in while, a laugh. Now what do I
think about the recent additions to my fan
club? I love it! Why? Several reasons.
First, on a purely selfish plane, you
guys have just completely reaffirmed my
success as a journalist (and I use that
term very lightly)! You see, like it or not
and I'll guess not, / got in your kitchen.
I made you think. I got you all torqued up
about something. And in a place such as
law school, where knowing how many
interviews the guy across from you got
passes as activism, I think that's pretty
damn cool.
This place is a breeding ground for
self-absorption. Now/ know that people
are choosing to read my "tasteless" "at
temptto get laughs" and it's making them
think. That, my friends, is all that any
writer can ask for. The second reason
that I'm all for my new fan club is that
people need to exchange views and opin
ions. That's what this country was
founded upon. Carl and Martin wrote a
response that was well researched and

• • •
by Audrey Kocsielniak, Assistant Dean
for Career Development

obviously very important to them. Out
standing. Did I agree with everything
they had to say? Hell, no. Did I see their
point? You bet. That's what it's all
about. Not to mention that I learned
some sports history by reading it, which
I am always in favor of doing. As for the
other addition to my fan club .... Waitjust
a second, something is coming in over
my teletype machine ... hold on...Wow!
I' m not sure quite what to make of it.
This just in, Mayor Rudolph Guiliani
of New York City has just issued a state
ment saying that all residents of Manhat
tan and the surrounding boroughs can
rest easy, for there will be no more crime
or drug use. It appears that someone
called the Bronx Avenger is on the job
now and will be making sure the streets
are safe for everyone.
It is also reported that after making
New York City a better place to live, the
Bronx Avenger will be moving on to
Gotham and from there will be avenging
the honor of fair maidens by attacking
windmills. Really Mr. Avenger, you need
to go back and read my first column of
the year for you are _taking yourself far
too seriously. Do everyone a favor and
stay off the freeways in California and
please don't ever work for The Postal
Service. Lighten up. Relax. Perhaps you
should try golf. No, on second thought,
don't golf.
SPORTS SHORTS: I will never
like them and never root for them, but if
you respect the game of football, you've

••••••••••••••••••••••
Dear Swamp Thing:
Don' t worry, you are not too late for
a job. Although the larger firms and agen
cies recruited in the fall, in a very struc
tured, publicized manner, the bulk of the
legal employment market operates on a
later, erratic and unstructured calendar.
For most employers "budget and busi
ness" are the key considerations in hiring.
Unless there is a certainty of cash flow and
work, there will be no commitments.
Government and public interest
groups often stall until the start of their
fiscal years . It is only when a budget has
been passed or grant funding received that
these groups recruit. Finally, many em
ployers operate on a "hiring basis" It is
only w_hen someone dies, quits or retires
that the office will hire, and they want the
new hiree to start "yesterday."
As a 3L, you will want to position
yourself so that when the employer is
ready to hire, you will be already in line for

ing?" Yeah, great job 0-line.
Just a quick and belated congrats to
Rochester resident Frank Versace who
snagged his first hole-in-one at the tail
endoftheseason. Nicejob. Lookforthis
guy to be wreaking havoc on the Senior
Tour in the near future. Or at least look
for him to wreck havoc somewhere. All
right, don' t look for him.
WARNING: Nextcolumnlwillbe
using all my literary tools to poke fun at
people who live in Alaska, owners of
poodles and those who go whining about
their grades to professors. If there are any
of you "right here at UB Law, and doing
quite well", please come talk to me so I
can get to know you. We'll chat, have
coffee, it'll be oh so nice. Then I can
really drill you a new hole. Boy, rs this
column getting fun again!

Dear Audrey
the interview or, better still, the offer.
You achieve that in several ways.
Law clerking at an office puts you

first in line for entry-level hiring (unless
Dear AudreyI am a swamped 3L. I haven't started
looking for a job yet. I plan on looking
over break and all throughout second se
mester . Am I too late for a job? What
should I do?
Signed,
Swamp Thing

got to give the Bills their due. They keep
hanging on and coming up with tough
wins. At this point, with all the parity in
the AFC right now, I would say that only
the Broncos are a full step ahead of them
in terms of getting to the Dance. I don't
think Buffalo will get to New Orleans but
I also don't think it' s impossible. And
what if they did? Could this city handle
more misery like that? I don't think
Buffalo has any more veins to cut if the
Bills came up short in another Bowl (and
they would) . There's only so much de
spair that one town can handle. I think
the loss of the JumboTron is all Buffalo
can take for now.
Talk about Sports and Politics com
ing together, you couldn't ask for a better
example than San Francisco Mayor
Willie Brown. The self-promoted foot
ball expert ripped backup QBElvis Grbac
apart after his dismal Dallas performance,
then Elvis came back to the building
( total pun intended) and rocked the Ravens
with a solid performance. I've got to give
, the Mayor his due, as well. Not because
I thought what he said was right, it was
completely out of line. But at least it lit a
fire under the S .F. offense.
Now if he can just insult the offen
sive line, Steve Young might be able to
go a game without getting his grill kicked
in. At this rate Young will never be able
to practice law. H_e 'll be a veggemite
sandwich. Picture this, "Your honor, my
client couldn't have committed the crime,
he was ... , he was ..., Uh, what was I say-

you are doing a poor job). It also puts you
in legal circles. Introduce yourself to the
attorneys you meet. Don't be shy about
letting them know you are a 3L looking
for a permanent job. · If your current
employer is definitely not able to extend
you an offer, s/he often will be glad to
keep an eye out, give you a lead or put in
a word for you whens/he hears an office
has an opening.
You can do targeted "postal cold
calling" to employers of interest to you.
When you do, acknowledge in your letter
that the office may not have hiring plans
at this time but also push for a meeting.
It's a chance to be more than another
resume in the mail.
If you feel comfortable, offer to work
for the office on a project basis. This
gives you a chance to shine. In your letter
ask the attorney to retain your applica
tion. The hiring picture can change at any
time. Check back (about 2-3 months).
Follow-up shows you are interested.
Review the Job Books. Job Book#2
contains listing for law graduates, includ
ing post-graduation positions for Class of
' 97 students. But don't stop there.
Look at the other books (#4- Judi
cial Clerkships; #5-Fellowships; #6Non-traditional). JB #1 can also provide
leads. Some offices may advertise for a
clerk to begin in an academic year. The
hiring may be a "look see" that leads to
employment after graduation. Post-gradu-

ation law clerking also can tide you over
until you get a permanent job or your bar
results.
The Bar becomes a key element for
some hiring. Therefore, if you do not have
a job on graduation day, do not despair.
Instead, put your efforts into preparing for
the bar exam. Successful results give you
a reason to recontact potential employers
and add a very, very important element to
your credentials. Some employers delay
commitments until they know a candidate
bas passed the bar.
For more ideas, I recommend GUE
RILLA TACTICS: Getting the Legal
Job of Your Dreams by Kim Walton.
Thanks to the New York State Bar
Association's Law Student Council. Ms .
Walton gave us a terrific series of job
search ideas that you can use. A video of
that talk is available in the Law Library.
Her book can be purchased at the Univer
sity Bookstore.
All told, don't despair. Like the En
ergizer bunny, hiringjust keeps going, and
going, and going. Keep talking with people,
keep sending in those resumes, and do
well on the bar.
::::::t
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Internships,

con'tfromp.l

sometimes not. But in the end at least we
know that we tried our hardest."
Recent graduate Jeremy Toth gained
the greatest reward from his internship in
the spring of 1996: a job. He is currently
on Hoyt's staff as well as the direct intern
ship supervisor for the law students.
If you are interested in working expe
rience at Sam Hoyt's office for the spring
semester, contact the coordinator of the
publicserviceexternshipprogram, Wendy
Irvine. Completion of the externship will
be rewarded with academic credit.
Kristin Allen also contributed to this story
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Writer argues for legalization
A Mind Is A TerribleThingToTaste
--S.A. ColeAssistant News Editor
Drugs are mercurial things. They
can make you, break you, or simply con
fuse you; they can of course kill you.
They are, for the most part, illegal. Yet
there are many other things that can make
you, break you, confuse or kill you (things
like sex, driving, having kids, and eating)
that are not illegal. Which is not to create
a syllogistic proof for why we should all
smoke dope--but is to point out a few
compelling reasons why we might want to
consider letting sovereign individuals de
termine the course of their lives.
When it c9mes to this debate, I am
solidly on the side of individual sover
eignty .
Every drug that the human animal
can dream up and inject, ingest, rub, or
insert into their bodies should be legal.
Access to these substances--including al
cohol--should be limited to persons of an
age where they can vote and serve in the
military.
On the one hand, this sort of access
will lead to more death and destruction
within the American population. On the
other hand, this destruction will reflect
only the personal responsibility of those
who choose to use narcotics.
This country has seen enough scum
get rich--and enough innocents die--at
the hands of a drug trade that only contin
ues to thrive in the face of our efforts to
squelch it. Let's re-assess our priorities,
people. What kind of a country is this
where some poor burger-flipper works
harder and gets paid less than the local
crack pusher? (Who could be working
anywhere, including my hometown of
Utica, for all those who think I might be
pulling a Mattacola).
If people· are going to make money
off of selling drugs, at least let them be
subject to federal regulation that requires
cocaine to not be laced with pesticide. If
people are going to be consuming drugs,
at least let them be able to purchase their
commodity knowing bow strong it is, and
precisely how much danger it places them
in. And if the American people have to
put up with drugs, at least let them tax the
bejeezus out of them, while users and
addicts still pay prices drastically lower
than the chunks of money they squander
for an impure, unsafe high.
I know this is not a popular point of
view. And I can hear the protests now.
"She bases her argument on indi
vidual choice, on self-determination!" my
detractors cry. "How much personal
power does a heroin addict have going
down for the third time, passed out in
their own vomit, starving because he for
gets to eat, or spends all his money on
smack?"
Well, having hung out with only a
few such addicts, I can sort of tell you: not
toomuch. They'rekindofpatheticpeople.
However, I can say that recovered heroin
addicts are laden with personal power;
they've looked death in the face and told
it to sod off. They have an understanding
about addiction and mortality that defies
the comprehension of a well-adjusted in
dividual . And those who don't recover?
Well. There is a price that comes with
self-determination, and it is personal re
sponsibility. There will be casualties.
But they won't be three-year-olds shot in
the midst of a drive-by .
Which ushers in the next protest .
"The children! It will be easier for them
to obtain drugs! And what if that three-
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year-old doesn't get shot, only to have to
grow up with a crackhead for a morn?"
First of all, if I did want to purchase
some rock, the first place I'd go would be
a school. A lot of kids know about this
stuff, they know where to get it. Kids are,
unfortunately, connected.
As for them being able to obtain
drugs more easily, if they were legal, that
wouldn't be so plausible if procuring for
children was made a federal offense with
aminimurnsentenceof(somelongamount
of time)., Then split the money we save
from cancelling the drug war, and earn
from collecting drug taxes, and educate
kids to the point where they're so bored of
drugs, they'd rather watch PBS.
Is it hypocritical to cut off for kids
what is legal for adults? Nope. We don't
put kids in a Stealth bomber and aim them
towards Iraq, and we don't give them
needles.
As to kids suffering at the hands of
parents who are addicts--it happens now.
Every day. And while this is just a bunch,
I don't think the rates would go up that
much. Drugs are very, very available to
the people who want them.
And ifyou think that legalizing some
thing endorses it...pab. It's not illegal to
smoke cigarettes (and it better not be any •
time in the future), but various govern
ment officials have made it quite plain that
they find it disgusting. It's not illegal to
scarf down a pound of bacon at breakfast
every morning, but clogged arteries are
not condusive to the general welfare. And
while it's not illegal to imbibe alcohol, the
general feeling is that it's bad for your
liver.
I would feel uneasy if President
Clinton started his day by tapping into a
vein and shooting a little smack before
breakfast. However, I would also find it
disquietingifhedownedacoupleofvodka
chasers with his burger and fries at lunch.
Inappropriate choices are inappropriate
choices.
I have a theory--and a few years of
legalized heroin could prove or disprove
it--that a lot ofthe seduction involved with
such dangerous drugs is the glamour of
illicit activity. After you try it, of course,
the seduction lies in your potential addic
tion--but before that, how rebellious is it •
to do something that's perfectly legal?
Granted, I do not have visions of a
United States where we the people munch
roofies all day and drug addiction is a
dangerous norm. I think--and hope--that
most of us are smarter than that. On the
other end of the spectrum, our country has
several drug cultures that thrive within it
for various reasons. Year after year of
effort has proven that these cultures are
here to stay. Drug use is not a crime like
murder--and if you think it's suicide, ask
me about my views on the Hemlock Soci
ety some day.
A view such as this is of course
incompatible with the political system we
find ourselves tangled in for now. The
United States is ever increasing its com
mitment to parental governing--substitut
ing enforcement for restraint, confusing
fear with discipline. Yet our country was
born of individualism (and, some would
say, baby-sat by people who grew pot).
Our nation is predicated on self-determi
nation--not mollycoddling.
People shouldn't do drugs. Drugs
are bad for their bodies and brains. But
since people are determined to damage
themselves in this way, let ' s not let them
damage our streets, cities, and citizens
with them .
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ESLS symposium a smashing success
by Kristin Greeley, News Editor
This year's Fall Symposium on En
tertainment and Sports Law in Western
New York featured a diverse panel of
speakers from both the entertainment and
sports arenas. The Symposium was held
Monday, November 18, at the Center for
Tomorrow.
The Symposium was co-sponsored
by the New York State Bar Association,
the University Union Activities Board,
the School of Law, and the University at
Buffalo, along with the Entertainment
and Sports Law Society.
After welcoming remarks from En
tertainment and Sports Law Society
(ESLS) President 3L Lynn Wolfgang,
Qean Barry B?yer gave some opening
remarks of his own. He expressed his
enthusiasm for the symposium saying,
"this is one of my favorite student events."
Following
Boyer's remarks,
Wolfgang presented him with a certifi
cate of appreciation for his support for
and dedication to ESLS.
The panel discussion was moder
ated by Jean Hill, anchor at WKBW-TV,
Channel 7. Hill said that the evening
promised to be "informative and excit
ing." She added that in order for students
to get involved in entertainment or sports
law, "the most important element is hav
ing contact with someone who is doing
what you want to do."
The first speaker on the panel was
Keith Schulefand, Esq. Schulefand is a
practicing attorney and is also a licensed
contract advisor for both the National
Football League Player's Association and
the National Hockey League Player's As
sociation. He represents both profes-

sional athletes and media personalities.
Schulefand said that getting into the
sports and entertainment law field is
mostly a matter of luck, "a question of
being in the right place at the right time."
Getting a break in the business involves
realizing when an opportunity presents
itself and when to seize it.
He also commented on the value of
free agency for professional athletes. Free
~

gives
play
ersan
' addi
tional
bar
gain
i n g
chip
which
often
r e -

suits
i n
larger salaries, he said. The same is true
for radio and other media personalities,
but not as extensively. Often, media
personalities are tied up with restrictive
covenants in their contracts.
The second panelist was one of
Schulefand's clients, Janet Snyder, radio
personality at WKSE, 98.5 F.M. Snyder
began her COJl!ments on her dealings with
the legal profession with "I don't know
any law terms, so don't expect me to tell
you any."
Snyder said that one of the main
concerns she, as a client has is being able
to trust her attorney. An attorney basi
cally has her life and career in her hands,

pusuing that.
The final panelist was Dr. Ross
Runfola, Esq. Runfola is a partner at
Siegel, Kelleher, and Kahn. His practices
concentrates mainly on matrimonial is
sues, but he also does contract negotia
tions for television, radio, and sports.
Runfola's advice for becoming an
entertainment or sports lawyer was "leave
Buffalo." He also discussed how to prop
erly negotiate a contract.
"You never-bluff with somebody's
life ... always, always be as fair as you
can," he said.
According to Runfola, most attor
neys think that negotiations are the first
step in the negotiations process. Runfola
said that ascertaining the potential client's
goals is the actual first step in contract
negotiations. All of the other things the
attorney does are based on these goals, he
said, including whether or not to take
them as a client.
"Just because someone comes into
your office doesn't mean you make them
a client," he said.
ESLSPresidentLynnWolfgangwas
enthusiastic about the evening's program.
"I was very pleased with the attendance.
I was happy to see members of the legal
community present in addition to
students ... The panelists were both inter
esting and informative," she said. "I was
also very pleased with the Dean's support
of our organization."
A videotape of the Symposium is
available for viewing in the Koren Center
of the Law Library, Wolfgang said. Vid
eotapes ofpast symposiums are also avail
able.

so trust is of paramount importance.
"If you're going to be someone's
lawyer, you better make sure they can
trust you," she said.
Also, an attorney must be intimately
familiar with the industry in which he or
she is representing a client. For an enter
tainment lawyer, this means knowing about
such things as Arbitron and Neilsen rat
ings.
" I f
you don't
knowyour
puhi.)OJ'I
get no
where,"
she said,
" Y O U
have to be

you're do
ing."
Mike
Igoe, Money Matters Reporter at WGRB
TV, Channel 2, was the third panelist. In
addition to being a TV news personality,
Igoe is also an attorney. He said it was a
combination of "luck and circumstance"
that landed him a career in television after
earning a law degree and practicing law.
He also said that "alternative careers" for
lawyers are not all that unusual. · .
"Nothing is forever," he said, "It's
the contacts and circumstances that will
lead you to that perfect job. The skills I
learned in law school I use every day."
Igoe said that there are many differ
ent ways to use a law degree. The key is
finding out what you are interested in and

Federal Criminalism, con'tfrom page 1.
Congress delegates -the law giving
authority to the courts by refusing to
enact specific criminal legislation. In do
ing so, Congress effectively escapes the
pressure that would normally be a conse
quence of taking a definite position. As
Kahan sees it, this also frees up time for
"making laws for special interest groups
that produce much more reward for the
legislators."
After a short coffee break the sym
posium reconvened Professor Sara Sun
Beale of The Duke University School of
Law told us a political crime story. It
started in 1964 when Republican Presi
dential candidate Barry· Goldwater first
used the crime issue in his campaign.
Goldwater lost the election but his issue
won the war, and being labeled as "soft on
crime" has been a political kiss of death
ever since.
Professor Beale suggested psycho
logical explanations for the strong voter
conviction (no pun intended) on the crime
issue. Overgeneralization occurs when
people form general ideas about an issue
based on a small amount of examples. A
voter may have no experience with our
criminal procedure system other that the
O.J. Simpson case but feel that system is
flawed based on this one example. Ac
cording to Beale, "once this world view is
formed it is almost impossible to change,
especially if a personal situation is in
volved."
Even the most rational argument
against capital punishment may not
change the opinion of someone who has
had a family member murdered. The most
recent example Beale cites of political
reactionism to this phenomenon is that of

Bill Clinton. After losing· gubernatorial
re-election in 1980, the liberal Democrat
embraced a pro-death penalty position.
Nancy Marion, political science pro
fessor at The University of Akron, picked
up here with a look at the substance and
symbolism ofOinton's crime agenda. The
Constitution gives most of the crime solv
ing power to the states but the voters like
to see the president do something to com
bat crime.
The result, according to Marion, is
"symbolic law." Capital Punishment; for
example, is never used at the federal level
but is on the books nonetheless. Programs
such as Boot Camps, DA.R.E., and
I 00, 000 newpolice officers on the streets,
"look great to voters but fail to solve the
problems they address."
After lunch Professor Anne M.
Coughlin of The University of Virginia
School of Law compared and contrast the
l994 Violence Against Women Act with
the1910 MannAct. -T he former deals with
the domestic violence crisis oftoday, while
the latter dealt with the regulation of pros
titution. Professor Coughlin demonstrated
how the two are not so very different. The
legislature asked the same question in
1910 as it did two years ago; "why don't
the abused women just leave?" In both
cases, witnesses for the legislative com
mittees explained that they felt as though
they were "prisoners in their own home."
University of Chicago Law School
Professor Tracey Meares brought the first
discussion of anti-drug abuse laws con
trolling for variables of gender, race and
education level. The beauty of this pre
sentation was that it was delivered by a
highly educated black woman. Meares

went on to share her detailed statistical
analysis in a warm animated fashion that
brought this cold hard data to life.
The African American population
as a whole (but especially in urban areas)
is likely to have a far different experience
with drug abuse and its legal ramifica
tions than the majority of white America.
According to Meares, this factor, along
with low education levels and women
concerned for their children, produces
significantly different attitudes toward
· harsh sentencing. For instance, a mother
that sees it likely that her child may be
involved with drugs someday is not likely
to be in favor of long sentencing for drug
offenders. These same people are also
well aware of the disparate treatment of
minorities with regard to sentencing. For
Meares, "criminal law enforcement has
to be equal and provided at the local
level."
Our next panelist, Mr. Vincent M.
Del Buono, was unable to attend as he
was called to duty by the United Nations.
After commending Del Buono for his
work in that capacity, U.B. Law Profes
sor Errol Meidinger filled in by reading
the paper on Criminal Code Reform in
the Common World that Del Buono was
scheduled to deliver.
Most of the attention on this panel
went instead to the provocative theories
ofGerman Professor Bernd Schunemann,
University of Munich. "There is a high
degree of similarity between the Ameri
can and German Criminal Code," says
Schunemann. On the whole, however, he
sees "United States courts moving to the
right and German courts to the left." He
cites abortion as his prime example. He

notes that while the German Constitu
tional Court denounced abortion in 1975
citing the rights of the embryo, by 1992
that same court had legalized the practice
· and found that the rights of the embryo
were taken care of by pre-abortion coun
seling.
The real concern for Shunemann,
however, is that "acts against nature be
treated as criminal." Civil law sanctions
are not enough here because we entitle
harm to be done to our ecosystem "as long
as you're rich enough to afford it.''. For
Shunemann, acts against the environment
would be criminal long before such things
as theft or burglary and even_murder.
"You see," says Shunemann, "when you
kill one man it harms only one but when
yon kill an ecosystem it harms an entire
generation of men to come."
After a short coffee break it was five
o'clock. The only thing to possibly keep
people awake at this point was the witty
humor of Mr. Robert Joost. A Harvard
Law graduate and administrative law
judge, Mr. Joost sees the answer to federal
criminal law problems as a replacement of
the current law (Title 18) with his new
version {Title 18a). "You might even want
to leave them both on the books," he said,
"this way prosecutors would have a choice
of which is more beneficial."
Mr. Joost was much more serious
while alone with a small group of us after
the conference; "What the United States
needs is a clear criminal code. A clear,

See Criminal, page 8.
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Students speak out about tuition increase
Opinions vary, but all agree that the increase is toughest on the students
by Jessica Murphy, Editor In Chief

I

Law student opinions about the up
coming spring tuition increase runs hot
and cold.
2L Joe Reynolds said, "I was under
the TAP maximum by just$14, so I didn't
receive any SUSTA It looks like my loans
are going to be increased instead. This is
a wretched state of affairs."
lL Shannon Herron, "I think that
although the tuition increase might be
helpful, the Administration does not seem
to be using the money effectively. It will
make me pay more for the same education
that the previous years paid less for . There
also is no point in making the third years
pay, because they will receive absolutely
no benefits--they are flushing $625 away ."
3L Lynn Wolfgang said, "Sure, any
hike in tuition is bad for the student, but
UB is still a bargain."
An anonymous lL said, "I think the
school is trying to make up for the loss in
tuition incurred by not admitting as many
students as usual. I think an increase is

Drugs,

this year (Prof. Makau Matua and Prof.
Estelle Lau)."
UB Law students met Wednesday
morning with a surprise note from Kim
berly DeWaal, Assistant Director for Ad
missions and Financial Aid, which out
lined UB Law's affirmative steps to mini
mize the impact of the upcoming spring
tuition increase in their mail boxes. The
memorandum explained that UB Law
School Administrators "have set aside a
limited amount of money to assist those
people with the greatest need." DeW aal' s
memorandum also stated that since stu
dents already receiving full SUSTA and
TAP aid will automatically receive fur
ther SUSTA assistance.
Students who do not fall within the
full SUSTA and TAP category can either
increase their loan burden, or write an
essay to turn in along with a copy of their
financial aid transcript to cover the in
crease. The essays and transcripts will be
reviewed by a committee to determine
which students have the greatest need,
and additional funding from UB Law will

acceptable if students get some benefit
from it, or receive additional services for
it. It is unacceptable ifthe purpose of the
increase is to apply to a deficit. I also
have a concern for those students who
are over-extended loan-wise and may
not be able to come up with the money on
such short notice."
UBLaw School'Dean, Barry Boyer,
explained that the tuition increase will
be effective immediately next semester.
Each student currently at UB Law School
will be billed an extra$625. Next year's
in-state tuition will increase from $6100
to $7350. Next year's non-resident tu
ition will jump from $10,750to $12,000.
Boyer further explained UB Law's
reasons for increasing the tuition mid
year. "The basic use of the money is to
preserve the some of the curricular im
provements we have put into place over
the past two years; absent the increase,
many things would be at risk (especially
programs taught by non-tenure track fac
ulty), and we would not have been able to
hire the two new tenure-track faculty

be made available to help bridge the gap
caused by the increase.
A second year, joint degree student
who prefers to remain anonymous said,
"I'm still waiting for the big apology. As
a member of the class that started here in
Fall '94, we have been hit with two sub
stantial tuition increases under the guise
of the new curriculum. We have endured
the introduction of the new Research and
Writing program and Bridge Courses and
have seen and will continue to see little
tangible benefit. I am encouraged for
those of my colleagues to follow, but I
await the apology at graduation which
begins, 'You have endured much, and we
appreciate your efforts and apologize... "'

con'tfrompage 6.
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are selected for their ability to satiate
beyond basic nutrition.
Southern communities seem to re
flect these traits more than other parts of
the United States or other countries, en
tirely. (I am not in any way persecuting
the South but recent dietary studies are
focusing on southern cooking styles and
customs to determine why there is such a
high rate of heart dise~e and cancer
within the region). This illustrates that
some communities have difficulty deal
ing with everyday stress and finding vari
ous ways to cope with life. Legalizing
drugs would cause problems in commu
nities such as these, whereas if drug use
became a problem people in these com
munities would still be less likely to get
help because of perceptions about mental
health and their own ability to deal with
drugs.
It is not accurate to say that some
thing that works in Amsterdam will work
in New York or vice versa. However , as a
nation the government can not discrimi
nate between which regions and groups
that will be allowed drugs. Once drugs
are allowed in the country, suppliers will
go where there is demand.
The most widely accepted "Works
in Europe" argument for legalizing drugs,
is that people are going to do them so why
not make it social to enable people to
control themselves. Tell that to the young
woman, on this campus, who was re
cently raped by two men she brought
home from a bar. Alcohol is legal and it
is constantly associated with rape, so I
think it is a good idea to have drugs
available in social settings. That way, we
can stop prosecuting rape altogether, since
no one will remember being raped and
rapists won' t remember raping .
Maybe it won't go down like that .
Maybe people will be able to control
themselves, go to the local tavern, get a
little high and come home with a consent
ing adult . The truth is drugs don' t make
people violent : they give violent , desper-

ate people a weapon to exploit weaker
individuals. Drug dealing is capitalism on
octane and the truth is this country has a
Constitution and it has laws to protect the
people.
The legalization of drugs means the
free reign of capitalism. The government
will not be able to control those who take
that path and we will be faced with human
suffering that will lead to the further de
cline of this society. The war on drugs is a
valiant fight. Alcohol was a concession
and this nation suffers, obesity is a conces
sion and this nation suffers. The govern
ment and the people need to take an even
stronger stand against narcotics. In order
to protect the rights ofthe society as whole,
sometimes the freedom of others must be
limited.
.=:=:=:=:trrr:=
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Ransom
Features Writers

Hers
• Wow! Iii terall y felt chills run up and
down my spine while viewing the new
Ron Howard film "Ransom". The plot is
relatively simple. Tom Mullen, portrayed
by Mel Gibson, a wealthy airline owner
with the ideal family . Suddenly, Mullen's
perfect life is severely disrupted when his
son Sean, portrayed by Nick Nolte's pride
and joy (Hmmm, wonder how he landed
the part), is kidnapped by the bitter and
cynical NY City cop Jimmy Shaker, por
trayed by Gary Sinise.
The movie is fast-paced with a plot
that will surprise you until the credits start
rolling. Mel Gibson ' s realistic portrayal
of the frustrated and distraught father,
willing to take on the devil to save his son,
is oscar-worthy. (He's also no eye sore)
Gary Sinise is the perfect villain. He is
angry at the wotld for the hand he was
dealt in life and in true Robin Hood-like
fashion, wants to steal from the rich (Tom
Mullen), and give to the poor (himself).
Why only 3 gavels? Basically for
two reasons. First, Rene Russo's por
trayal of Sean's mother is mediocre at
best. Her son is stolen from her, hand-

is

by Nathan Van Loon,
special to the Opinion

With the collapse of the Soviet Em
pire, America no longer has .an enemy
who could exterminate all two hundred
and sixty-five million of us in under an
hour. Yet now the folks at Paramount
Pictures have one upped the Russians
with an antagonist that doesn't want to
kill us off, but instead make us one of
them. Perhaps you've heard of these
radical mechanical men, bringing their
technology and their politics with them
from beyond the stars. They believe that
everyone should join the Collective. They
believe that the individual will be assimi
lated into the whole. They believe that
resistance is futile. They are the Borg.
I suppose that there are extraordi
nary events in everyone's life. For many
of us the sight of a massive Borg ship in
Earth's orbit attacked by a fleet ofStarfleet
ships shall be extraordinary. No doubt
any movie-goer will sit transfixed in their
chair as the phasers and photon torpe
does flash upon the screen in Star Trek:
First Contact. However what makes this
movie a cut above a movie like Indepen
dence Day, is that there is actually a plot
involved besides "Destroy them pesky
aliens!"
Picard, Captain of the new Enter
prise E, and his redoubtable crew rush
homeward to Earth to join the battle and
manage to help destroy the Borg ship.
Yet in its last dying gasp the Borg vessel

cuffed to a bed and fed nothing but
candy bars, yet she seems indifferent.
Almost as if she already knows the end
ing and is just plain bored.
Second, the ending is cheesy. Ron
Howard should have edited out the last
fighting scene between Mullen and
Shaker. Not only was it umealistic, but
it gave me troubling flashbacks to the
numerous Lethal Weapon movies I had
seen.
I advise all of you that haven' t
already seen this flick to do so. It will
definitely be worth the money.
Rating: 3 Gavels
t!:l

I
His
Grandpa always used fo say,
"Scotty, never get in a pissing match
with a skunk. You'll never win." In this
suspenseful, "every parent's worst night
mare" movie, however, the character of
Tom Mullen (played by Mel Gibson)
does just that. Rather than pay of his

ejects a pod that opens a temporal anomaly
allowing them to travel back in time to
strangle the Federation its infancy. Picard
leads the Enterprise into the anomaly to
fight this new menace, and then the true
battle begins.
The battle for the souls of Data and
Picard are played for by the·best Star Trek
villain since Khan in Star Trek II: The
Borg Queen. It is this battle which takes
the film to a higher level than its science
fiction contemporaries, and elevates it to
the level of art.
In good conscience I cannot reveal
the ending to this film to those in the
viewing public who did not go on the first
weekend of release. Let us just contem
plate what would happen however if
Picard and his crew failed in their mis
sion. Janeway and company would be
travelling across the galaxy to come home
to a planet inhabited by nine billion Borg.
The crew of Deep Space Nine would
have to flee through the wormhole into
the waiting hands of the Dominion. And
Paramount Pictures would be out of a lot
of money. Draw your own conclusions as
to the likelihood of that ever happening.
Star, Trek: First Contact opens on
Friday, November 22nd.
For our next installment I pose this
question to our readers: Which is the
better Captain, Kirk Picard, Sisko, or
Janeway and why? The result of this
inquiry will be reported in our next edi
tion. Send your responses to Box 553.

son's kidnappers, Tom decides to beat
them at their own game and offer the
would-be ransom as a bounty on their
heads.
Although Tom's tactic puts his son
through a little more torture than ex
pected, inevitably the kidnapper' s plans
fall through. Sorry grandpa.
Surely by now everyone knows and
loves "Ransom". Therefore, I' m only go
ing to point out a few interesting items to
notice in a second viewing. First of all, I
loved the analogy between Tom 's airline
and his son. It' s ironic that he is willing to
make a pay-off to save his airline but not
his son. Secondly, one scene shows Tom
contemplating suicide at the same time
one of the kidnappers is. This goes to
show that the line between the "haves"
and the "have nots" is a little finer than
many of us would care to recognize.
Overall, "Ransom" is tremendous.
The only thing more awe-inspiring than
. the direction and cinematography is the
stellar acting of Mel Gibson. He is just as
believable playing the role of the doting
father/husband as he is portraying the
hardnosed, corrupt airline executive.
The only thing I would change about
the movie is the phony, "showdown at the
OK corral" finale between Gibson and

the head kidnapper (played by Gary Sinise).
Other than that, go see this movie again and
again. Just be sure to bring your kids with
you.
Rating: 3 1/2 gavels
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Focus on Family Court Judge Michael Battle
Former VB Law Alumnus personable and professional
by Jessica Murphy, Editor In Chief
When I arrived at Family Court Judge
Michael Battle's Chambers, the door was
wide open. The first thing I noticed was
how small the chambers for a judge were,
but the outer office was warm. Immedi
ate! y, the secretary greeted me and offered
me a seat. I noticed on my right the picture
of a very happy baby on a beach. When I
walked into Judge Battle's office, it was
also smaller than what I pictured a judge's
office to be, but personal nonetheless.
Nothing was stiff or ornate. This was the
office of a man who sincerely tried to serve
the people and _d o his job to the best of his
ability.
Judge Battle is a very busy man. But,
despite his hectic schedule, not one person
interrupted us, not even a phone call. Al
though I had only twenty minutes ... they
were all mine. I wish you could have been
there when I talked to him. His presence
is hard to describe. He is overwhelming
and unassuming all at once. His eyes lent
a deeper meaning to his words and he
infused a lot of humor throughout
our conversation.
Where are you from origi
nally? The Bronx, New York.
Where did you end up go
ing to college? Ithaca College, I
left New York in 1973.
Did you miss the city? Well,
I was a fish out of water in Ithaca.
I mean, when you grow up in New
York City, you tend to think the
rest of the world looks like New
York City. It was a bit of a culture
shock for me, but it was something
I was willing to do. One of the
things that made it easier for me
was that one of my good friends
from high school went to school
there with me.
So, you ended up going to
UB Law School? Yes, right after
Ithaca College.
Why UB Law? UB Law for
two reasons, one--very personal
was that I met the woman I ulti
mately married while at Ithaca
College, who was from Buffalo
ea
and with whom I hoped to
future. The second was monetary.
The school had a good reputation but
wouldn't cost me half as much as Hofstra
or NYU, where I had also been accepted.
Why did you go into law? That's a
very interesting question. I started out in
my sophomore year of college.. .I just
stumbled upon a job with the family court
as a summer position. That was my first
real exposure to the legal profession. It
was a combination of getting to know
some of the lawyers who worked in that
area and some of the judges who I became
friends with as well as friends who were
attending Cornell Law School while I was
at Ithaca College that I developed any
interest in the law whatsoever. It was
something to give some thought to about
what I was going to do after I graduated
from college. I made the decision to go to
law school about midway through my
sophomore year of college and then I
focused just about everything I did to
prepare myself for the LSAT, deciding
what law schools I wanted to apply to and
attend and simply getting ready to be a
lawyer. It was something I sort of walked
into, but once I developed a desire to do so,
1was extremely focused.
How bas the law changed since you

were in law school? How has the law
changed or the legal profession?
The legal profession ...Other than
technologically, it hasn't changed a whole
lot. We had Westlaw when I was in law
school, but it's nothing like what the law
school has now. The use of computers for
so many different things in the profession
is much more pervasive than it was when
I started out. We didn't come into the
profession with a lot of training, so many
ofus had to learn to do that mid-point. My
first real exposure to computers came in
1989-1990 when I was at the U.S. Attor
neys' office, and the Department of Jus
tice decided we were going to be as com
puterized as the private sector. They sort
of stuffed it down our throats--but it was
a good opportunity for us to learn. That's
one of the ways the legal profession has
really changed as far as I'm concerned.
But, you'll still find that a lot of govern
ment agencies in particular are still very
behind the times in development and use
of this technology.
Do you think a lack of technology

saw your name in it, they'd call you up or
send e-mail saying, "Hey, give me the real
nitty-gritty on what happened in this case
other than what I'm going to find in the
books.'.' That was a very useful tool. We
were also networked with the Clerk's of
fices at the District Courts, so we could
get copies of the pleadings or look at a file
without
even
going
to
the
courthouse ... things of that nature. Many
government offices at the lower levels are
very behind in that kind oftechnology and
need to catch up.
What was your first job right out
of law school? The Legal Aid Society in
New York City. And, that is exactly
where I wanted to go. One of the reasons
why I wanted to go to law school was to go
back to community I left and represent
people who couldn't afford lawyers. So,
I took a job with the Gvil Division of
Legal Aid in Harlem.
So, bow did you end up in Buffalo?
My wife was two years behind me in
college, and she came to Buffalo when I
was enter~ng into my third year · of law

undermines the success rate of these
agencies? In many ways, it does.. .It
slows down the process and I have my
own thoughts as to why they've waited so
long to catch up. Some might argue it's
economic, I would argue that it's a combi
nation of money and a combination of
politics ... but I'm not going to get into that!
But I think it has been a problem, espe
cially in a placeliketheAttorney General's
office. The civil nature of that practice
over there is so paper intensive. One of
the things they're really behind on is the
ability to communicate with one another.
Some of the equipment they use is some
what antiquated, but I think the inability to
communicate with one another around
the state and even intra-office is some
thing that puts them way behind the eight
ball. When I was in the Federal Defenders
Office, we were linked up with every other
Federal Defenders Office in the nation.
And, you could pull up on the screen the
names of every Federal Defender around
the country. On a number of occasions, I
used that network to get information about
cases or decisions, and people sought me
out because very often in Federal Court
you're trying cases of first impression.
So, when someone looked up a case and

school. By that time, I had been away
from home for about seven years, so I
wanted to get back to ~ew York to spend
some time with my family. I decided that
I wanted to begin my career in New York
since that's where I had my contacts I had .
continued to work in the Family Court
every summer during college, and subse
quent to that, at the Legal Aid Society
during the summers while I was in law
school. So, when I went to apply for a job
during my third year of law school with
Legal Aid Society, they didn't even want
to interview me--they were ready to give
me a job right away . They offered me a
position, and that cut down the need to
look anywhere else, because I was exactly
where I wanted to be. I accepted the job,
and I told my wife that I wanted to go back
to New York for a while to spend time
with my family and to develop my prac
tice there.
We stayed in New York for about
three and a half years, and we had a couple
of kids while we were there.. .I realized
that after a while I had just gotten fed up
and had outgrown New York ... My life
had changed. My focus was now on my
kids and my family and my career, and I
wasn't so much focused on the excite-

ment of being in the big city. Plus, after
all those years away, I began to realize
there was more to life than living in the
Big Apple. I love the Big Apple, that's
my home and I love being there, but I
needed to take care of my personal life. I
needed to think about the schools my kids
were going to go to ... the places I was able
to afford to live ... safety and security for
my wife and my family ... and I felt that
Western New York could offer those
things that I couldn't get in New York
City. When I came back, I accept~d a
position with the U.S. Attorney's office
from a friend of mine for whom I had
worked while I was in law school, Sal
Martoche. He hired me, and I never
looked back. In fact, it was one ofthe best
decisions I've ever made in my life.
You've just been elected to a term
as a Family Court judge, do you have
any plans for after your term? It's ten
years down the road, and I have this
terrible reputation for changing jobs ev
ery two years ... and I say this tongue in
cheek. It's just good fortune because
I have been in positions where op
portunities have presented them
selves and people have selected me
to be a part of those opportunities, so
I haven't left jobs because I hated
them or wanted to do something else,
it's only because better opportuni
ties came along. Sometimes you
have to take advantage of those op
portunities, because they may not
come back around. And, they're not
always better for you, but they're
better for your family or better for
your community, and in each of these
cases I thought that making these
changes involved those kinds of ad
vantages. As far as ten years down
the road? I don't know.. .if another
opportunity comes along ... At this
point, I enjoy being a judge, so it
would have to be a judicial opportu
nity. And, I can't say where that
would come from because what I
learned about politics this summer, it
just depends on wht direction the
wind is blowing when you're stand
ing. If I could continue to serve the
community in this capacity, I would
certainly do it. But, now? I have no plans.
Was it weird to put on the judge's
robe for the firsttime? Yeah! That was
strange. That took some getting used to.
I'm finally becoming accustomed to it.
First of all, it was hot. They're very
warm. I guess you could get some better
ones, but most of them seem to have too
much polyester in them. They're flow
ing, so it's hard to sit down with them and
they have the big sleeves, so I'm always
pushing my arms out. It really took some
getting used to, but I do it every day now.
I'm in the robe six to eight hours a day.
It's funny, though ... when I put it on, I'm
so accustomed to it, I don't think about it
when I put it on. But when I walk out of
my chambers, and I see someone stand
ing out there, I have to remember I look
different than everyone else. So, if I walk
out into the hall when there's a lot of
people, they all go, Whoa! So, I have to
remember that. Sometimes, I'll put the
robe on with the intention of going into
the courtroom, but then someone will
catch my attention or say "Judge can I

See Battle, page 11.
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Battle, con'tfrom page 10.
talk to you?" and the other people around
say, "Hi Judge!" and sort of stand at atten
tion. I have to remember that I'm still the
same person, but that I represent a certain
office. I have to be conscious of the
impact that the role has on other people.
Was it hard getting used to being
called Judge? It's still hard .. .it's a very
difficult thing. It's something that I'm
certainly proud of, but not necessarily
excited about that kind of attention. It's
like a new first name. When I step into an
elevator, and it's full ofstrange people ...and
then one person recognizes you, and says,
"Hello, Judge." Everybody turns around
and looks at you. It's hopefully out of
respect, which is good... but it does take
some getting ut,ed to.
What was it like to go into the
courtroom and have your entire per
spective be backwards? That has also
taken some getting used to. I spent so
many years on the other side. I'm prob
ably more active and I probably spend
more time acting like one ofthe lawyers in
the courtroom than many other judges do.
Again, I have to be careful not to be an
advocate and I have to be careful not to try
to push the case in a certain direction. I
remember how much I hated it when judges
did that with me, so when I need to get
information from someone providing tes
timony, I try to do it in a subtle manner so
as not to embarrass or impose upon any
one. So, I try to preface the questions with
"I just need some clarification here ... " I
don't want to be an over-bearing person. I
want the lawyers who come to my court
room to know that I'm there to work with
them, not against them, not for them, but
to help all of us get to the bottom of it so
we can get a solution. I always try to
remember what I wouldhavewantedwhen
I was a lawyer.
What sort of cases do you hear the
most? A lot more custody and visitation
issues than I thought I would. I thought
there would be a lot more juvenile issues,
and we certainly have our share. Nowa
days, a lot of cases focus on a custodial
parent wanting to leave the geographic
location. Those are tough cases ...when
it's local its a little bit easier to--not liter
ally--split the baby inhalf...but when you 're
talking about hundreds of miles, it be
comes a real problem.
Do you think the_children got for
gotten in cases like these? Yes, that's
why I give a lot of deference to the law
guardian. I know the kids can't protect

themselves. I put a lot of pressure on the
law guardians to protect their clients. I
make sure that in every case that I have
about custody or visitation, I have a law
guardian, even if at the outset of the case
we aren't sure about which direction it's
going.. .I want to make sure the kids have
representation. I put a lot of pressure on
the law guardians to put a lot of pressure
on the parents to never forget that we're
all there for the best interests of the child.
Do you think Family Court is ef
fective? I think it most certainly is. I
thinkFamilyCourtgetsabadrap. You've
got to understand what the rap is. The rap
is that it is a no-win situation for people,
so it's not only a miserable place to be a
lawyer, but also to be a party and certainly
to be a judge. I think we'd be a lot worse
off if we didn't have a Family Court. I
think this particular court has a lot of very
caring judges, and a lot of very caring
people and a lot of very caring profes
sional lawyers. If you just take a minute
or two to try to do what makes the most
sense in applying the law, you almost
have to think about applying the law as a
last resort. Let me give you an example.
I try to forget about what's legally right,
but to think about what makes the most
sense for the families and for the children.
I spend a lot of time doing that. And, if
that doesn't work then the only thing left
for me to do is to apply the law. Even in
that situation, I try to apply the most ·
common sense solution to the situation.
Sometimes that flies in the face of the law,
so then you have to do a balancing act: Do
I want to take a chance in doing that?
And, sometimes it's worth doing, even
though you're going to get reversed on
appeal. Or, sometimes you just apply the
law knowing that somebody's going to
get hurt, and at that point you've got to
say, "This is what you wanted, this is what
you've got." You just do this on a case
by-case basis. So, yes, I think that Family
Court is very effective.
You mentioned common sense,
does anybody train Family Court
judges on what the best interests of a
child are? I haven't been to judges'
school yet, so I can't tell you the answer.
You just have to apply the law, and in
Family Court, you bring all of your expe
riences with you. I have a very good
friend in New York who was a law guard
ian for Legal Aid Society for about 25
years, and he and I were talking about me
being on the bench. He told me, "The best

thing you will bring to that court is your
self, yow experience, your background.
That's really what is most necessary."
There are a lot of grey areas, you're deal
ing with emotions and you' re dealing with
a part of our system that deals with the
very core of our society--the family. It's
an institution that takes some nurturing
and caring because so many things go into
when it works and when it doesn't work.
And, so many things have to be looked at
in order to fix what's broken.
·
It's a lot different than applying pun
ishment to someone convicted of a crime,
and even thattakes a lot of energy. You've
got to think about situations where kids
are going to be raised by people other than
their parents or their natural parents by
becoming wards of the state. Their par
ents have drug problems, or the parents
are separated.. .it doesn't work. And, all
through this presidential campaign, we
kept hearing about villages and families
raising children ... well, that's what raises
children. Regardless of anything else,
you look at communities throughout our
world, children need a sense of continuity
in their lives, they need a sense ofbalance.
If families are breaking up, they're not
going to get that. Kids can't be raised on
the streets, they get the wrong messages
that way. Then the court has to spend
time fixing those problems.
How do you separate work.from
your family? I learned a long time ago
after developing a peptic ulcer that work
ing for Legal Aid in New York City, that
I leave my job at night at the office. My
wife is very good at helping me do that.
And, you just have to learn to separate
yourself. No doubt there are going to be
days when I leave here and I agonize over
a decision I've made or I'm going to have
to make... and that just comes with the
territory. I just choose to do it. I know
I'm going to get around that by knowing
I'm going to get here early enough in the
morning to get my head on right, and I'm
going to stay late enough if I need to to get
my head on right. So that I can honestly
say to myself when I leave at the end ofthe
day, I completed everything I set out to do
that day. That which I left undone, I
would get in early enough to start tomor
row before I have to start serving. On the
rare occasions when I have to take the
work home with me, I just do it. I stay here
until I complete what I've started, and it's
helped me to separate work from home.
And, sometimes I stop at the gym on the

way home, and that helps too.
Who was your favorite boss? Ev
ery boss I've had is my favorite boss. I
was very lucky, I've never had one bad
boss in all the jobs I had. There may have
been one or two that I disagreed with how
they did things, but I always had great
relationships with them and they always
treated me very well. That may have been
one of the reasons why I have been able to
go in the directions that I have.
What sort of advice to you have to
law students looking for jobs? I learned
from my willingness to leave New York
City and come to Buffalo, that--and I tell
this to a lot of law students--don't be
afraid to look for a job somewhere else.
Don't lock yourself into having to have a
job in Buffalo or Manhattan or Washing
ton, DC. ..Be flexible enough to be willing
to go somewhere else .. .Obviously, if you
think you want to end up in New York
State, take the New York Bar, but cast
your net for job opportunities in other
places.. .lf you like cold weather, go to
those places; If you like warm weather, go
to those places. I would never have
dreamed that I would be working in Buf
falo when I was in law school. Simply
because I absolutely hated Buffalo when I
got out of law school because I had a New
York state of mind. Buffalo was a boring,
backward, blue collar town, so I left. Us
New Yorkers, you know we're so preju
diced, thinking that New York City is the
center of the world ... A lot of people think
New York City is the armpit of the world.
But, when you start to look at the
world from a different perspective and
you start to think about the quality of life
and longevity ... there are many places you
can go and be a big fish in a small pond and
have a lot more opportunity than you
would in other places. I would get lost in
the shuffle, I think, in New York or Wash
ington. Because Buffalo is a small enough
legal community, it has provided me the
opportunity to get to know alot of people.
It's a great place to practice law. What do
we really want out of life? We want a job
that we like, and to be close to our familes.
We want to maybe raise o~r own families
and we want to have friends so we have
someone to be with so that when we're not
with our families we have something to
do. We want familiar surroundings. So, I
tell young grads ... don't be afraid to move
around. You can always come back home.
It's a big world out there.
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